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Abstract

+ -
Parity violations in e e -+- hadrons may be detectable in correlations

-+- -+- -+
of the fonn (PI x PZ) Ike between two hadrons and the electron beam. In the
absence of specific guidance as to where to look for an effect, it is noted

that if the low yield of energetic hadrons observed in parity conserving

processes at lower energies persists at PEP, then the weak interactions, for

which the rate is enhanced by a factor of PlPZ' may be most easily observed
by exanlining correlations between energetic hadrons in the plane perpendicular
to the electron beam.

Parity-violating momentum correlations in a hadronic final state can
arise only from the interference between a weak axial-vector current and the

electromagnetic current. The simplest such interference tenn is of the form

where 1 and Z denote particles labeled in some arbitrary but unambiguous
-+-

manner and k is the momentum of one of the incident particles. The differe
ential cross section to be expected may be written as follows:

+ + -where 00 is the electromagnetic cross section for e e- -+- l.l l.l. The coordinate
system is shown in Fig. 1. If particle 1 is detectedunifo:rmly over the
azimuthal angle relative to the beam, then the parity-conserving terms in
the cross section can contribute no dependence on tp and the cross section

becomes

+ 4:Sa W' (PI ,PZ) sinel sineZsincp

x (PlPzke)] (2)
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where aI' a2 are the polar angles of particles 1 and 2 relative to the beam.
Equation (2) contains as much, or as little, as can definitely be said

about 2-particle correlations. Several points should be emphasized:

1) E' and W' are tmknown.
2) E' cannot depend on cp.

3) The weak interaction term is kinematically enhanced by the

product PIP2.
4) Both E' and W' have their origins in the strong interactions.
5) The weak term is maximized for secondaries in the plane perpen

dicular to the beam.

Given these uncertainties, one is reduced to searching for a correlation

of the fonn

dO'
dq>

= N(1 + Bsincp)

where N is the total number of events for which two particles (identified
in some marmer as t and 2) are accepted into an angular bite ± 60 centered
about the plane perpendicular to the beam and B is an tmknown parameter.
One may ask how many events are necessary to detennine B to a given accuracy.
We estimate this by considering the number of times, N+, in which the particles
l, 2, and beam fom a right-handed system and the ntnnber of times, N_, in
which they fom a left-handed system (see Fig. 2). To maximize signal to
background we restrict particle 2 to a narrow internal 8q> near q> = * n/2.
We then fonn the left-right asynnnetry

= B Sin(81p)
6q>

~ B

for 81p small. This statistical error in this quantity is

0'A = sin (8cp) BL _/1 + -:---_1 _

8 cP IN l (Si~~8 9') By
For a four-standard-deviation effect we then need 40'A ~ A, or

1 + ( l ~2

\ S:L~~8CPJ B)
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which gives the following results:

to see B of

1

.1

.01

need N of

32

1600

1.6 x 105
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Because of the complications of strong interactions this experiment
has several disadvantages:

1)

2)

3)

4)

Only a positive result is u[uulbiguous.

A positive result might occur only if the neutral-current inter
action (a) couples to e+e- and (b) has an axial-vector part.

Neither of these conditions is currently known to hold.
One does not know where the effect is most likely to show up.

+ -One does not currently know enough about e e .... hadrons even to

make reliable guesses about the backgrotmd. Still less is known
about the size of the weak interaction tern.

In view of these disadvantages, especially (3), it is not feasible

(or desirable) to design an apparatus tailored to this experiment. Instead

we recommend that a search for this effect be carried out in one or more
detectors designed primarily to do other experiments, and that at least one
of the detectors to be built at PEP be designed so as not to exclude such a

search.
The minimal requirements for such a detector are:

1) 2n (or nearly 2n) acceptance in ~ in a plane perpendicular to
the beam.

2) At least 4-fold symmetry in cp (preferably 8-fold or more) •
3) Good angular resolution in CPt

4) MOdest momentum resolution and 2-particle acceptance over a wide
range of momenta.

5) Ability to identify charged particles.
6) Minimum triggering biases.

The detector proposed by the high momentum hadron group, in either the

axial-field or toroidal-field geometry, satisfies all of these requirements.
In addition, the low inclusive rate of high-momentum hadrons from parity-
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conserving processes obtained by an extrapolation of the SPEAR data, together

with the kinematic enhancement to be expected for the weak interaction, leads
one to expect that correlations between high-momentum hadrons may be a
particularly fruitful place to search for weak interaction effects.
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